America’s outdoor infrastructure is just as critical to public safety and the economy as bridges and roads. Sportsmen overwhelmingly said:

**Wildlife is Worth the Investment**
96% believe it’s important to protect and conserve wildlife habitat and migration corridors.

**Public Lands Drive the Economy**
9 out of 10 believe public lands provide net benefit for the economy and 92% believe public lands are positive economic drivers.

**Protect and Conserve Wildlife & Migration Corridors**
70% support an increase in funding for highway crossings and fences that help prevent vehicle collisions with wildlife.

**Maintain Public Lands Infrastructure**
95% believe it’s important to maintain adequate infrastructure, such as roads, trails, campgrounds, and historic sites, on public lands.

64% of sportsmen who voted for Trump think that protecting and conserving wildlife habitat and migration corridors is very important.

70% of Republican sportsmen support an increase in funding for wildlife crossings.